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1 Introduction

The San Diego Supercomputer Center is one of four NSF

sponsored national super computer centers. Up until

January of 1990, its workhorse was a Cray X-MP, which

served 2700 researchers from 170 institutions, spanning

44 states. In order to better understand how this su-

percomputer was utilized by its diverse community of

users, we undertook a workload characterization study

of the Cray X-MP. The goals of our study were twofold.

First, we wished to characterize the workload at both
the functional and resource levels. The functional level

represents the user point of view: what types of pro-

grams users are running on the system. The resource

level represents the system point of view: how the sys-

tems resources (CPU, memory, 1/0 bandwidth) are be-

ing used. Second, we wanted to see how the workload

changed over an average weekday. Thus, we conducted

a static characterization to understand its global at-

tributes over the entire measurement period, as well as

a dynamic workload characterization to understand the

time behavior of the workload over a weekday cycle.

This study addresses one of the main concerns arising

out of the 1989 NSF Workshop on Scientific Computing

Performance Analysis, organized by Ed Lazowska and

Ken Sevcik. This concern expressed the need for a work-

load characterization of existing supercomputers which

described both high level job-submission and low level

resource-usage patterns simultaneously, so the relation-

ship between the jobs users submit and the resources

they consume could be understood.
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2 Static Characterization

A static characterization was performed on the entire set

of workload data. This consisted of over 1 million job

trace records collected from the San Diego Supercom-

puter Center Cray X-MP running the CTSS operating

system during October and November of 1989. Each

trace record consisted of the job’s name, starting and

ending wall clock times, and its resource consumption

statistics.

At the functional level, jobs were grouped by the

name of the command executed by the job. These com-

mands were classified as either public or private, de-

pending on whether the program run was available to

all users or just a single user. At the resource level,

jobs were classified according to resource consumption

statistics, specifically CPU time, 1/0 channel time, and

memory space-time product.

The static characterization was performed by first cre-

sting a representative job for each command, whose re-

source consumption was the average resource consump-

tion of all jobs having that command name. (Com-

mands with wide distributions for resource consumption

values were split into groups with sharp distributions).

These representative jobs were then assigned a weight

based on the relative frequency of the command with re-

spect to the entire set of jobs. Logarithmic transforma-

tions and scaling were performed to provide a uniform

data space and isolate outliers. The representative jobs

were then grouped according to resource usage parame-
ters using an iterative version of the k-means clustering

algorithm. A notable feature of the clustering algorithm

was that it used weighted Euclidean distance as a dis-

similarity measure, which allowed the size of each clus-

ter to vary in inverse proportion to its variance. The

resource usage parameters used in the clustering were:

CPU time, 1/0 time (time spent transferring data over
an 1/0 channel), and memory space-time product (in-

tegral of memory usage over time). Table

seven clusters produced by this analysis.

1 shows the
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Table 1: Individual Cluster Statistics

Cluster
I

I Pub-Low

Pub-Medium

Pub-High-CPU

Pub-High-I/O

Priv-Low

Priv-High

Priv-Massive

No. Jobs Pet.

471392 46.60

415267 41.05

17038 1.68

43975 4.35

17712 1.75

27889 2.76

18318 1.81

CPU (s) Pet.

5268 0.03
254723 1.50

1234901 7.24

242541 1.42

4836 0.03
689063 4.04

14631825 85.75

We can relate the functional and resource level char-

acterizations by (1) examining what command types

make up each cluster and (2) seeing what percentage

of system resources each cluster consumes. For exam-

ple, the cluster Pub-Low contains commands whose

functions are listing, removing, displaying, and deleting

files. Pub-Medium contains commands whose func-

tions are interactively managing files, printing manual

pages, editing text files, and searching files for speci-

fied text strings. Pub-High-CPU contains commands

such as g861ib, which is a quantum chemistry applica-

tion. Pub-High-I/O contains commands such as ftp,

which performs file transfers.

Table 1 shows the amounts and relative percentages

of system resources consumed by each cluster. We con-

clude the following results: 88$Z0of all jobs are either

in clusters Pub-Low or Pub-Medium, but these jobs

used only 270 of the total CPU time. Only 2% of all

jobs are in the cluster Priv-Massive, which used 86%

of the total CPU time. Priv-Massive was also the

largest user of memory, utilizing 77% of the total mem-

ory space-time product (over all jobs). Three clusters

used 92?lo of the total 1/0 time: Pub-Medium, Pub-

High-I/O, and Priv-Massive.

In summary, 93% of all jobs are public jobs, yet 90%

of all CPU time is consumed by private jobs. However,

public jobs consume a significant percentage, 75%, of

the 1/0 time and 2270 of the total memory space-time

product, which is not insignificant.

3 Dynamic Characterization

A dynamic characterization was performed to see how

the workload changed over an average weekday, partic-

ularly whether all the workload components changed

uniformly with the intensity (arrival rate of jobs to the

system). Table 2 gives the six characteristic periods of

intensity for an average weekday. Three of them are

called transient because the intensity was decreasing or

increasing, and three are called stable because the in-

tensity was fairly constant.

1/0 (S) Pet.

53870 1.72

892470 28.50

99618 3.18

1291697 41.25

5888 0.19

111281 3.55

676757 21.61

Mere-Time (Mw x s) Pet.

2268 0.01
128604 0.82

1782237 11.39

1581887 10.11

1019 0.01

146545 0.94

12002096 76.72

Table 2: Identification of Stable and Transient Periods

Time

12AM - 3AM

3AM - 8AM

8AM - 12PM

12PM - 5PM

5PM - 9PM

9PM - 12AM

Type

transient

stable

transient

stable

transient

stable

Intensity (jobs/rein)

13.2 -7.2

7.2

7.2- 30.6

30.6

30.6 -13.2

13.2

Distributions for various workload parameters were

stationary only within stable periods. Thus, we only

compared the composition of the workload (in terms of

frequency and resource-usage by cluster) between sta-

ble periods. It was found that the relative frequencies

of the workload components remained essentially the

same over all stable periods. Thus, even though there

are 4 times more jobs arriving per unit time during

the 12PM-5PM period compared to the 3AM-8AM pe-

riod, the relative amounts of jobs in the various clusters

were the same. We also examined the relative amounts

of resource usage between the workload components,

and whether there were any variations in these relative

amounts. For CPU usage, Priv-Massive maintained

a large share of the total CPU time, and this share re-

mained constant over all the periods. However, this was

not the case regarding memory or 1/0 resources. For in-

stance, Pub-High-Cpu and Pub-High-I/O both ex-

hibited pronounced increases in their share of memory

usage during the 12PM-5PM stable period, and Pub-

Medium and Pub-High-I/O both exhibited increases

in their share of 1/0 channel usage during the 9PM-

12AM stable period (probably because the other work-

load components decreased their usage over this period).
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